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Fig.1. Digiral warer surface 

Filmic Space : Reverie and Mat ter is an exploration of how to provoke emotive qualities into 

interior space through filmic and digital techniques. I t proposes that emotions can be evoked 

spatially into the interior realm . 

This research , which has been worked through a design process , consists of three spatial sites . 

The space o f a film is analysed through details and views of the film , which provoke the emotions 

of its a udience . The space of a place (a ga llery) is ana l ysed to explor e how we can rethink 

t he privacy of imagination and the temporal nature of emotions in a physical condition . The 

space of digital virtuality is studied for its abili ty to reproduce a material , water , into an 

immaterial form as a digi tal design work . These studies establish the fourth site , the space 

of an installation, where a film , a place and an e l ement , water , merge in a full - bodied experience . 

The final exploration , the s pace of tex t , documents and reflects upon the whole research pr oj ect . 

The emotive qualities of Filmic Space : Reverie and Matter i nterweave in the form of creative 

wr iting , whi ch expresses personal feelings and emotions about a film, a p l ace and the process 

of designing . Each site privileges the subjective over the objective . And like emotions provoked 

by bodies of water , the rea l can only be felt . 
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